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Abstract—The cluster manifold becomes an essential part in a 
subsea production system, which can gather the production fluid 
from subsea wells and distribute water, gas and chemical agents 
from the floating production system to each subsea well. On 
account of its advantages such as a small initial investment, being 
installed before arrival of floating platforms, and optimizing the 
layout of the subsea production system, the manifold system has 
been widely used in the development of ultra-deepwater oil and 
gas fields. But many factors affect the layout design of cluster 
manifold. In addition, due to the particularity of deepwater 
target reservoir, uncertainty of project construction, and oil 
company short and long term marketing strategy etc., the 
engineers’ rich experiences are highly demanded in the layout of 
cluster manifolds. In this paper, a new mathematical model 
concept is presented and the mathematical models for the layout 
of cluster manifold are roughly proposed. Meanwhile, the 
challenges in relation to the partition problem of subsea wells and 
the connection paths between subsea facilities are analyzed. The 
optimization layout of cluster manifold using the mathematical 
model is an exploratory attempt, which can provide a quantized 
reference to the engineers for the evaluation of the optimal 
scenario. 

Keywords-subsea production system; cluster manifolds; 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, there are mainly four layout types in the subsea 
production system, which are single well tie-backs, daisy 
chains, template manifolds and cluster manifolds (Mclnturff, 
1998 and Stock et al, 2007). Each layout type has its own 
suitable application background due to the characteristics of 
deepwater target oil and gas fields. Compared to the other three 
layouts, the cluster manifold as the hub manifold of subsea 
production system plays an important role in providing a 
collection and distribution point for production fluid and water, 
gas and chemical agents injection. In the layout of cluster 
manifolds (See Fig.1), there are many advantages such as small 
initial capital expenditure (CAPEX), pre-installation, short time 
for the first oil, flexible scalability and so on. Therefore, the 
cluster manifold becomes more and more popular and the 
engineers prefer it in spite of several disadvantages such as the 
more work in connection and adjustment along with the higher 
operating expense (OPEX) in maintenance during the operating 
phase. 

    
(a) One cluster manifold     (b) Many cluster manifolds 

FIGURE I.  THE LAYOUT OF CLUSTER MANIFOLDS 

The layout of cluster manifolds is a key problem in wet 
wellhead development scenario, which has a significant impact 
on the evaluation of the development scenario, investment and 
income, equipment reliability, and integrity management of 
deepwater facilities. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the 
number and locations of cluster manifolds, connection relations 
between subsea facilities, and the design of pigging loop. 
Nowadays, the determinations of final layout scenario of 
cluster manifolds, connection and adjustment quantities, risk 
and cost mainly depend on many factors, which means the 
engineer’s experience more important. But it is not always 
effiecient because of the high uncertainties of factors, which 
makes that a lot of manpower and engineering resources are 
demanded. To provide a quantitative reference and assist the 
engineers in making their decision, it is necessary to develop 
some software tools using mathematical models. 

In fact, some scholars did deepwater technical research with 
related mathematical models to reduce CAPEX and OPEX. 
Kaiser and Allan (2007) researched the generalized functional 
models for drilling cost estimation. Onwunalu and Durlofsky 
(2009) presented the development and application of a new 
well pattern optimization algorithm for optimizing large-scale 
field development. Ciaurri et al. (2012) studied the integrating 
mathematical optimization and decision making in intelligent 
fields. Wang et al. (2012) proposed a mathematical model for 
the partition of subsea wells in the layout of cluster manifold 
and developed a dedicated algorithm to solve this optimization 
problem. Although some people have focused on the layout of 
cluster manifold by mathematical modeling, many efforts need 
to be made to research the problem of inherent complexities.  

In this paper, based on the previous work, a new concept of 
the optimization layout of cluster manifold by the mathematical 
means is presented. Meanwhile, aiming to the difficulties of 
partition of subsea wells and optimal connection paths among 
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cluster manifold, floating production platform and PLEM, three 
mathematical models are proposed and some challenges in the 
models are anlyzed, which will provide a good reference for 
future study. 

II. TWO MAIN PROBLEMS IN THE LAYOUT OF CLUSTER 

MANIFOLD  

A. Partition of Subsea Wells 

Well slots on each cluster manifold are used to connect to 
subsea trees by connection facilities. The number of well slots 
is the maximum number of subsea wells which can be 
connected to the cluster manifold. There are many kinds of 
cluster manifolds with different number of well slots, such as 
2-slots, 4-slots, 8-slots and so on (Wang et al, 2012). If the 
number of well slots is greater, the weight and size of cluster 
manifolds are larger. As a result, the installation of cluster 
manifold becomes more difficult because of deepwater 
resources scarcity and many challenges. In general, the cluster 
manifold with 4-slots, 6-slots or 8-slots is widely used in 
deepwater engineering. 

If there are many subsea wells in a large-scale oil and gas 
field, all the subsea wells to be connected to one cluster 
manifold with greater size is not suitable and more cluster 
manifold with smaller size may be demanded. When the 
number and locations of subsea well are known, the optimal 
number and locations of cluster manifolds should be 
determined. In addition, connection relations between cluster 
manifolds and subsea wells need to be optimized to decide 
whether the subsea wells can be connected to the same cluster 
manifold. Fig. 2 shows the partition of subsea wells, where 
there are 10 subsea wells. 

If two 6-slots cluster manifolds are used, possible partition 
is shown in Fig. 2(a), where 2 well slots can be left for the 
future tie backs of subsea wells. If three 4-slots cluster 
manifolds are used, possible partition is shown in Fig. 2(b), 
where 2 well slots can be also left for the tie back. It is noted 
that a subsea well can be only connected to one of the cluster 
manifolds. If the different number and types of cluster 
manifolds are adopted, different layout scenarios can be gotten. 
Thus, the optimal partition needs to be found based on many 
factors.  

Therefore, how to partition subsea wells into each cluster 
manifold and obtain the optimal number and locations of the 
cluster manifolds with the minimum layout cost and risk, which 
is an important issue. 

 
FIGURE II.  DIFFERENT PARTITION OF SUBSEA WELLS 

B. Connection Paths 

If there is one cluster manifold, the production fluid will be 
lifted to the floating production platform by the risers and the 
export pipelines from the headers on the cluster manifold. But 
if there are two or more cluster manifolds, the connection paths 
between clusters manifolds need to be discussed for the 
transportation of the production fluid. In engineering, there are 
two main connection types between cluster manifolds, i.e., in 
series and connection by means of the pipeline end manifold 
(PLEM).  

If the connection types between cluster manifolds are in 
series, there is an optimal connection path to connect different 
cluster manifolds one by one by connection facilities and the 
export pipelines are connected with the headers on the cluster 
manifold closer to the floating production platform to transport 
the production fluid. When there are many cluster manifolds, 
the series connection may make the diameter of export pipeline 
much larger and the length of flowlines much longer, which 
may induce a great challenge for flow assurance and 
installation of flowlines. It is better to use the PLEM to gather 
all the export pipelines from the headers on cluster manifolds 
and just two headers on the PLEM are used to transport the 
production fluid, which can decrease the number of pipelines 
and risers, cost and risk.  

It is noted that the connection types between cluster 
manifolds may exist alone or two mixed forms. How to obtain 
the optimal connection paths and types needs to be discussed in 
the optimization layout of cluster manifolds. 

III. SOME STATEMENTS 

To understand the problem better, some statements are 
made as follows: 

(1) Floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) 
is used to represent the floating production platform, whose 
coordinate (mapping position from subsea surface) is taken as 
the location of the riser. 

(2) The locations of subsea facilities and FPSO are in a 
two-dimensional coordinate system. 

(3) There is no limitation of submarine topography and 
some policy regulations, i.e., subsea facilities are allowed to be 
installed everywhere in the seabed. 
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(4) In the mathematical models, the lowest layout cost 
(CAPEX) is our target function and proportional to the length 
of pipelines. The evaluation of risk is not included. 

IV. DIFFICULTIES AND CHALLENGES IN THE 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS  

We assume that the optimal layout scenario of cluster 
manifold can be obtained with one FPSO, n subsea wells 

nppp ,,, 21  , m  cluster manifolds 1 2, , mM M M , and l  
PLEMs 1 2, , lPM PM PM . The problem is how to partition n  
subsea wells into m  cluster manifolds and get the optimal 
connection relations with one FPSO, m  cluster manifolds and 
l  PLEMs. Our goal is to obtain the optimal layout scenario of 
cluster manifold at the lowest layout cost with the optimal 
number and locations of cluster manifolds and PLEMs. 

If the coordinates of one FPSO, m  cluster manifolds and l  
PLEMs are expressed by FPSOM , 1 2( , , , )M M MmM M M , and 

1 2( , , )PM PM PMlM M M , respectively, the mathematical model 
of the layout of cluster manifold can be roughly translated into 
the following optimization problem: 

1 1
1 1, , , , , , ,

min ( , , , , , , , )
FPSO M Mm PM PML

FPSO M Mm PM PMLM M M M M m l
C M M M M M m l

 
 

  

Here, 1 1( , , , , , , , )FPSO M Mm PM PMLC M M M M M m l   is the 
layout cost function based on the connection constraint 
conditions among FPSO ,cluster manifolds and PLEMs. The 
problem (1) is an implicit expression, which is a discrete 
optimization problem. In addition, the locations and number of 
cluster manifolds and PLEMs are not known. The number of 
well slots on the cluster manifold will be changed along with 
the value of m . Meanwhile, there are some special constraint 
conditions of the cluster manifold layout. Hence, the process of 
solving problem (1) is complicated. 

To solve the problem (1), three steps of local optimization 
need to be conducted, which are partition of subsea wells, the 
connection paths without PLEMs, and the optimization layout 
with the PLEMs. Next, we will analyze the difficulties and 
challenges in each optimization problem.  

A. Locations of the Cluster Manifolds 

In real engineering, it is the connection facility that is used 
to connect any two subsea production facilities among subsea 
trees, cluster manifolds, PLEMs or risers. Generally speaking, 
connection facilities in deepwater mainly include jumpers, 
connectors, pipeline end terminations (PLETs), in-line tees, 
in-line sleds and branch flowlines. The length of jumpers 
should not be too short because it is used to release the HT/HP 
oil and gas and thermal stress, which needs certain flexibility. 
Meanwhile, the length of jumpers should also not be too long 
because it may cause vortex-induced vibration and torsion 
deformation due to self-weight and environmental loads. 
Therefore, the length of jumpers is usually at 15 m~100 m, in 
which 20 m~60 m is more common. If the distance between 
two subsea facilities is within this range, it can be connected 
directly by jumpers. Otherwise, other connection facilities may 

be required such as PLETs, branch flowlines or in-line tees. 
Different connection types between subsea facilities may make 
a huge impact on the cost, risk and pigging of the layout 
scenarios. 

Hence, if we want to find the optimal solution of problem 
(1) in real engineering, different connection types between 
subsea facilities need to be considered in the mathematical 
model. Wang et al. (2012) presented a mathematical model for 
the partition of subsea wells in the layout of cluster manifold. 
Some simulations were performed to prove the validity of the 
model and its algorithm. The results showed that it was a good 
attempt to obtain the optimal layout scenario by the 
mathematical model, which can provide a quantitative 
reference to the engineers for making their important decisions. 
The locations and number of cluster manifolds, the number of 
well slots, the minimal cost and the optimal layout can be 
obtained when the number and locations of subsea wells were 
known. 

In their work, they assumed that n  subsea wells 

1 2, , , np p p were to be partitioned into m   cluster 

manifolds 1 2, , , mk k k . By the connection 

matrix  ( ) 0,1ij m nX x  
 and the cost matrix

 ij m n
C c




 
between subsea wells and cluster manifolds, the mathematical 
model for the partition of subsea wells can be yielded by 
solving the following optimization problem: 

 P  
,

min ,
C X

f C X  

where  

11 11 12 12 1 1

21 21 22 22 2 2

1 1 2 2

,
, ,

, ,

n n

n n

m m m m mn mn

c x c x c x

c x c x c x
f C X

c x c x c x

   
        
      







and the 

square of the Euclidean distance between the subsea wells jp
 

and the cluster manifolds ik  is denoted by

2

ij j ic p M 
 

1, 2, , 1, 2, ,i m j n   .  

Thus, the initial optimal solution of this partition problem 
can be given if the connection and cost matrix were known. 
The connection matrix can be easily gotten by any given 
connection relations between subsea wells and cluster 
manifolds. But the cost matrix may be obtained after the 
distances between subsea wells and cluster manifolds were 
determined. Therefore, the locations of cluster manifolds were 
crucial in the model. Due to the complexity of the partition 
problem, in this model, the connection types between subsea 
wells and cluster manifolds were simplified into straight 
pipelines, not including the other subsea connection facilities, 
such as jumpers, PLETs and so on. In other words, there are 
just line segments between subsea wells and cluster manifolds. 
As a result, the layout costs of subsea well 

( , )
ji i jp x y

connected to cluster manifold 
( , )

i ii M Mk x y
 were 

simplified by the square of the Euclidean distance, i.e., 
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2 2 2|| || ( ) ( ) , 1, 2, , .

j i ii i j M j Mp M x x y y i j k      


The locations of cluster manifolds can be optimized by 
solving the optimization problem in equation (4), which is a 
simple unconstrained optimization problem.  



2

1

2 2
1 1

2 2

min ( , ) min || ||

min[( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ]

j

k

i i
j

k k

g x y p M

x x y y

x x y y



 

     

  




 

 

By calculating, a solution to the ideal location of cluster 
manifold in a well set was the arithmetic mean of the 
coordinates of subsea wells connected to this cluster manifold. 
Consequently, the cost matrix was obtained based on the 
locations of cluster manifolds. In the algorithm, the sum of 
layout cost between each well and the cluster manifold in the 
same well set could be reduced by adjusting the relation and 
cost matrix, continually. Possible optimal partition was gotten 
(See Fig. 3) until the locations of cluster manifolds did not be 
changed. 

 
FIGURE III.  PARTITIONS OF FIVE CLUSTER MANIFOLDS (M=5) 

However, the results of optimal partition were the 
approximations of ideal solutions, which were not applied to 
the real project because the connection facilities were not 

included. If two connection types between subsea well jp
 

and cluster manifold ik are considered, the definition of layout 
cost will become more complicated, rather than the square of 
the Euclidean distance of pipelines, which may increase the 
difficulty to get the solution of the locations of cluster 
manifolds. Hence, the connection types by the jumpers or 
jumpers, PLETs and infield flowlines are one of the challenges 
in the model, which shall be studied further. 

B. Optimal Connection Paths without the PLEMs 

When the number and locations of cluster manifolds, and 
the location of floating production platform are available, the 
connection paths between cluster manifolds and FPSO need to 
be found. Fig. 4 shows several possible connection paths in the 
layout of cluster manifolds, where there are 4 cluster manifolds 
and 1 FPSO. Our problem is to find which one is the optimal 
layout at the lowest cost. Here, the PLEM is not considered 
now. 

In the layout of cluster manifold, there are some 
characteristics as follows in Fig.4.  

B1: The series connection between cluster manifolds is 
shown in the same production loops. 

B2: Any two pipelines can not be allowed to cross each 
other in any production loop. 

B3: The whole loops in the layout scenarios are open and 
no closed loops can be formed. 

B4: All of the cluster manifolds are connected to the FPSO, 
which can form one or more production loops. 

 
FIGURE IV.  POSSIBLE CONNECTION PATHS 

Those are also four main challenges, which shall be handled 
as the constraint conditions. If 1 FPSO and m cluster 

manifolds 1 2, , mM M M  can be defined by 
( , ),iN x y  1, 2, , 1i m 

, connection relations and cost 
matrix between FPSO and cluster manifolds can be given as 

 ( 1) ( 1)( ) 0, 1ij m mX x    
 and

 
( 1) ( 1)ij m m

C c
  


, respectively. 

Thus, our target function can be obtained as follows: 

 P  
1 2 ( 1) 1 2 ( 1), , , , , , , , , ,

,

1
min , min

2m m
ij ij

X C N N N X C N N N
i j

f C X x c
 

  
 

where 1 1( , ) ( , ), ( , ), ( , ).i F M MmN x y M x y M x y M x y    

In fact, if we take the FPSO as the root and the cluster 
manifolds as the nodes, the layout of cluster manifolds can be 
regarded as a special tree without leaves in Fig.4. This 
optimization problem looks like the minimum spanning tree 
(MST) problem for a weighted graph, which is to find a 
spanning tree of the graph with weight that is less than or equal 
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to the weight of every other spanning tree (Fredman and 
Willard,1994). But there is a great difference between the P2 
and the MST. In the P2, the degree of each cluster manifold is 
all 1 or 2, which ensures that cluster manifolds can be 
connected in series. Specifically, if deg(i) is denoted as the 
degree of the node , we can have 



1, 2, , 1
deg( )

1, 2 2, , ( 1)

m i
i

i m


   


  

But in the MST, the degree of each mode can be 1, 2, or 3, 
i.e., the subsea wells are not constrained to be connected in 
series. This is one main difference between MST and P1. In 
addition, there is no less than one production loop connected to 
FPSO, therefore, the degree of FPSO is optimal. In the MST, 
the degree of the FPSO is a fixed value. Moreover, it is obvious 
that this optimization is not the travelling salesman problem 
(TSP) because the degree of each node does not need to be 2 
and the optimal layout loop is open (Dorigo and Gambardella, 
1997). 

Thus, the optimization layout of cluster manifold is a 
special non line programming problem, which is different from 
the MST and TSP. Considering the challenges of B1~B4 in the 
P2, the implementation of algorithm for solving this 
optimization problem is quite complicated.  

C. The Number and Locations of PLEMs 

The PLEM is a key subsea facility, which can be applied to 
optimize the layout scenario further by reducing the number of 
flowlines when there are two or more cluster manifolds. If 
current optimal connection relations are known, our problem is 
to find the number and locations of PLEMs which can reduce 
the layout cost. Possible layout scenarios are shown in Fig. 

5(Wang et al, 2012 and Damsleth et al, 2012). 

  
FIGURE V.  POSSIBLE LAYOUT SCENARIOS WITH THE PLEM 

Based on the characters of B1~B4 in the connection paths, 
the connection relations among cluster manifolds, PLEM and 
FPSO are constrained. In Fig. 5, no less than two cluster 
manifolds are connected to the PLEM whose one end must be 
connected to the FPSO. If 1 FPSO, m cluster manifolds 

1 2, , mM M M  and l PLEMs 1 2, , lPM PM PM  can be 

defined by ( , ),iN x y  

 1, 2, , 1 , ( 2), , ( 1 ).i m m m l     
 Here, FPSO is 

taken as the first point. Based on the connection relation and 
cost matrix, the mathematical model for the optimization of 
subsea wells in the layout of cluster manifold with the PLEMs 
can be given as follows: 

 P  
1 2 ( 1) ( 1 ), , , , , , , , ,

1

min [ , ]
m m l

l

k
X C N N N N m l

k

f C X C
   

 
 

where  ( 1 ) ( 1 )( ) 0, 1ij m l m lX x      
, 

 
( 1 ) ( 1 )ij m l m l

C c
    


 

and kC is the cost of k th PLEM, including the design, 
manufacture and installation. 

The degree of PLEM is the number of edges that can be 
connected to it, which can be decided by the number of cluster 
manifolds and connection relations. If the cluster manifolds 
connected to the PLEM are known, the location of this PLEM 
can be gotten according to the solution to the P1.Similiarly, if 
the connection facilities are included in this model, the 
algorithm will become more difficult based on the conditions 
of B1~B4. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, the optimization of the layout of cluster 
manifold is discussed by a new mathematical model concept. 
The mathematical models in relation to the partition for subsea 
wells and connection paths among cluster manifolds, FPSO and 
PLEMs are presented and the challenges are analyzed for the 
next implementation of algorithms. The research on the layout 
of cluster manifold by the mathematical model is a new validity 
attempt, which can provide a quantitative reference tool to the 
engineers and accelerate the evaluation process of the optimal 
layout scenario.  
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